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Abstract
This document briefly describes the CHOReVOLUTION communication material developed
during the first year of the project, including presentation, brochure, logos, press and media
material, etc. 
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Glossary, acronyms & abbreviations 

Item Description

CA Consortium Agreement
DL Deliverable Leader

DOW Description of Work
EPL Eclipse Public License

IAC Industrial Advisory Committee
IP Intellectual Property

LGPL GNU Lesser General Public License
OCSi OW2 Open Source Software initiative
OSS Open Source Software 
PL Project Leader

PMC Project Management Committee
PO Project Officer
PTC Project Technical Committee
SL Scientific Leader

SQuAT Software Quality Assurance and Trustworthiness
WP Work Package

WPL Work Package Leader
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3.2. Social networks
A set of web-based social services has been aggregated to offer an interactive platform for
individuals and communities. The combination of three tools should help to create, discuss
and share user-generated content. It is accessible from the three icons located in the upper
right corner of the website, using the following URLs:

• Twitter: https://twitter.com/CHOR_eVOLUTION

• Slideshare: http://www.slideshare.net/CHOReVOLUTION 

• LinkedIn Group: https://www.linkedin.com/groups?home=&gid=8238562 

In order to provide webinars, tutorials or screencast, Webex, YouTube, or equivalent online
services may appear in the coming months. 

4. CHOReVOLUTION Document Templates
This section covers the document templates shared with the CHOReVOLUTION partners.
The use of open formats and open source software is recommended for sustainability and
compatibility reasons. The following templates have been prepared:

• Deliverable templates with odt, dot and dotx formats.

• Generic Presentation templates in odp and ppt formats

• Plenary Meeting templates in otp and potm formats

• Participant or partner interview template in odt and pdf formats

• Follower interview template in odt and pdf formats for advisory board members

For more information on the template page, please follow this private wiki link:

http://chorevolution.ow2.org/bin/view/Reference/Templates
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8. CHOReVOLUTION Presentations
Public presentations are shared on the public website,  for general  availability,  under the
“Share/ Public presentations” menu. They are also uploaded on SlideShare (now a LinkedIn
service).  A CHOReVOLUTION General  Presentation  should  be  published soon (work  in
progress, to be confirmed).

The partners presentations provided during internal meetings are shared on the private wiki.
where only registered partners can access to.

More information about the project public presentations: 

http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Share_Presentations/WebHome 

9. Collateral in Preparation
Several  documents  are  currently  in  progress  and  should  be  published  soon  online.  For
instance, these three documents will appear in the public website:

• CHOReVOLUTION General Presentation, to be published with project presentations:

◦ http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Share_Presentations/WebHome 

• Roll-up Totem, to be published with project collateral:

◦ http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Share_Collateral/WebHome

• Screencast, to be published with video:

◦ http://www.chorevolution.eu/bin/view/Videos/WebHome 

10. Conclusion
This report presents the project collateral prepared, designed and published during the first
year of the project. 

They are designed to ease collaboration,  support  a growing community and shorten the
learning curve of CHOReVOLUTION technologies and open source software.

The CHOReVOLUTION communication tools will  be enriched through online interactions,
social networks, community building efforts and upcoming project results from each of the
project contributors. 

For instance, a general presentation, a roll-up totem, and a screencast are already planned
and should join the public website during the next weeks of the project. 
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